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Abstract A detailed description of turbulent fluids based
on numerical simulation is an important research topic re-
quired by many visual effects. We propose a novel method to
simulate fluids with turbulent small-scale details. By insert-
ing diffusive derivatives and divergence-free constraints to
moving least-squares (MLS) fitting, we upgrade the veloc-
ity interpolation method for existing fluid solvers to enhance
the subgrid accuracy. The time-step restriction of asymp-
totic property of diffusive derivatives is resolved by means
of coupling to the constrained interpolation profile (CIP) ad-
vection framework. The proposed constrained moving least-
squares interpolation profile (CMIP) method provides in-
tuitive control over turbulence through the adjustment of
one parameter as though controlling the Reynolds number
with an inviscid model. The proposed method generates im-
proved visuals of the highly turbulent fluid and is comple-
mentary to existing techniques that are currently being used.

Keywords Moving least-squares · Turbulent smoke ·
Simulation control · Fluid simulation

1 Introduction

Creating more detail is one of the first priorities of the vi-
sual effect supervisors who are fascinated by the realistic
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image sequences that can be generated by fluid simulations.
This quest for detail is becoming more intense due to ad-
vances in digital projectors and other displaying devices.
Consequently, computer graphics researchers are constantly
trying to develop fluid simulation techniques that can pro-
duce more visual detail within the limits imposed by practi-
cal computing resources.

Turbulence is crucial to the small-scale dynamic details
of fluid motion required ] for many visual effects. The main
obstacle to improved simulations of turbulence is the chaotic
nature of fluids [21]. Despite its highly random appearance,
turbulence is deterministic [7], which makes the realistic ap-
pearance of turbulent motion difficult to capture simply by
increasing the spatial or temporal resolution of a grid within
a numerical simulation as an example in Fig. 1 shows.

Furthermore, many graphically oriented models of fluid
simulation ignore viscosity due to computational efficiency
and numerical dissipation, even though the most common
measure of turbulence is the ratio of velocity to viscosity,
which is the basis of the Reynolds number. Excluding vis-
cosity forces us to rely on antidissipative methods and makes
it difficult to achieve physically intuitive control over turbu-
lence.

We present a new method of simulating fluids with
turbulent details, which is focused on improving inter-
polation of the velocity field in the advection step. Our
jumping-off point was the divergence constrained moving
least-squares (DCMLS) method [13], in which the diffu-
sive derivatives [14] allow the moving least squares (MLS)
to include incompressibility or divergence-free constraints,
and this achieves more physically plausible type of inter-
polation methods. However, a naïve coupling of DCMLS
to fluid solvers by replacing trilinear interpolation of semi-
Lagrangian method [33] appears unsuitable for computer
graphics because the asymptotic property of the diffusive
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Fig. 1 The simulations in (b) and (c) do not show any significant
changes in terms of turbulence when they are compared to (a). This
means that increasing temporal and spatial resolution is not a straight-
forward method to control turbulence

derivatives requires small time-steps, leading to computa-
tional inefficiency. But we have made a dramatic break-
through by coupling DCMLS to the constrained interpo-
lation profile (CIP) advection scheme [35, 36]. By devising
appropriate derivative constraints for MLS fitting and taking
advantage of the derivative advection of the CIP method, we
have developed a constrained moving least-squares interpo-
lation profile (CMIP) method which is able to generate more
realistic simulations of highly turbulent fluids.

A significant benefit of the CMIP method is that it of-
fers intuitive way of controlling turbulence. The strength of
turbulence can be adjusted by a single parameter; which is
roughly equivalent to tweaking the Reynolds number, but
without introducing the burden of a viscosity computation.
CMIP is an upgrade of the interpolation modules of existing
fluid solvers and can be produced by modifying well-known
processes within the MLS method. It is therefore easy to im-
plement, and remains compatible with existing techniques,
even though it takes full advantage of the flexibility and ap-

proximating property of MLS. The CMIP method can sup-
plement vortex-based methods [3, 29], which are robust gen-
erators of medium and large-scale eddies. An immediate ad-
vantage of a better background simulation would be to es-
tablish a stronger coupling to procedural methods [18, 23,
28], Eulerian–Lagrangian hybrid method [27], and subgrid
projection method [20] of producing turbulent effects.

2 Related work

Since the pioneering work on direct numerical simulation
of fluids by [5, 6] and [33], producing the look of a turbu-
lent fluid has been an important topic in computer graphics.
The numerical dissipation problem of the semi-Lagrangian
method employed for the large steps in flow advection has
motivated many studies. The vorticity confinement method
of [3] was an early antidiffusion approach that utilized vor-
ticity estimation; it was improved by employing Lagrangian
particles as vorticity carriers, resulting in the vortex particle
method [29]. Other authors have also improved the accu-
racy of the semi-Lagrangian method by introducing the back
and forth error compensation and correction (BFECC) [16],
MacCormack [30] and the constrained interpolation profile
(CIP) method [17, 32].

Many authors have sought to reinforce subgrid details by
particle simulation. [15] and [22] used SPH models to re-
solve subgrid splashes. [9], [12], and [34] took similar ap-
proaches to give a more detailed appearance to multiphase
fluids. [8] used Lagrangian particles to capture high-speed
features of gases. The introduction of physical models into
subgrid dynamics has also been successful in modeling mul-
tiphase interfaces [10], flames [11, 26], and liquids [19].
A major trend is toward the generation of subgrid visuals
within fluid simulations, through the introduction of proce-
dural tools such as curl-noise [1]. Additionally, [23], [18],
and [28] have used Kolmogorov turbulence theory to cou-
ple a grid-based simulation to subgrid turbulence. [20] per-
forms subgrid projections by placing coarse-grid solutions
as boundary conditions. [27] solves detailed buoyant tur-
bulence on Lagrangian vortex sheets with coarse Eulerian
background simulation. Our approach is complementary to
these because the quality of base simulation always remains
important, and we are enhancing a fundamental part of the
numerical algorithm used for fluid simulation.

3 Outline of the Eulerian simulation of fluids

We will now briefly review the Eulerian method of fluid sim-
ulation and look at potential improvements to it. In essence,
our method endows existing fluid solvers with controllable
subscale turbulence by enhancing the interpolation module
of the advection method.
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Fig. 2 The semi-Lagrangian method traces the velocity field back-
ward by u�t and determines the sampling position x. The value of a
variable stored and advected at sample nodes for an example at pi,j is
updated by calculating it at x by building an interpolation profile from
neighboring node values at pi,j , pi+1,j , pi,j+1, and pi+1,j+1

The Navier–Stokes equations describing inviscid incom-
pressible fluid motion are as follows:

ut + (u · ∇)u + ∇p/ρ = f, (1)

∇ · u = 0, (2)

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, ρ is the density,
and f is an aggregate of external forces such as gravity and
control forces. A numerical simulation based on these equa-
tions advances by updating the value of u so that un be-
comes un+1 during the nth timestep �t . Following the spirit
of Chorin’s projection method [2], we discretize Eq. (1) by
splitting it into two equations by introducing an intermediate
status u∗:

u∗ − un

�t
= −(

un · ∇)
un + f, (3)

un+1 − u∗

�t
= −∇p

ρ
. (4)

To update un to un+1, we obtain u∗ from un by computing
the advection term −(un · ∇)un and the external force term
f in Eq. (3). This produces un+1 from u∗ after enforcing
incompressibility, which is expressed by Eq. (4). [33] and
[3] present additional details of these procedures. Our focus
is the advection component of this formulation.

3.1 Semi-Lagrangian advection

The semi-Lagrangian method, introduced by [33] and illus-
trated in Fig. 2, has become a standard method of solving the
advection equation in computer graphics. It can be written as

ρt + (u · ∇)ρ = 0, (5)

where ρ is the field variable to be advected. This equation
appears as part of Eq. (1); and it must be solved to allow
Eq. (3) to advect the fluid velocity u. We must stress the
importance of the interpolation technique employed within
the semi-Lagrangian method. It is not a numerical update

of simulation nodes but an interpolatory profiling that de-
termines what happens between the nodes and the method
of calculating the advected values, and thus determines the
subgrid accuracy.

3.2 CIP advection

The CIP method was originally developed by [35, 36] and
was introduced to the computer graphics community by
[32]. It employs higher-order differentiable interpolation
functions for the semi-Lagrangian advection step and ad-
vects additional information such as derivatives so that the
advected profile function can be reconstructed more accu-
rately. Our method is similar in spirit to this approach, which
has been shown to be effective in suppressing numerical dis-
sipation and generating more convincing turbulent visuals
[17]. If we consider a one-dimensional example, it is possi-
ble to obtain the advection equation for the derivative of ρ

in the x-direction, ρx , by differentiating Eq. (5), as follows:

∂ρx

∂t
+ u

∂ρx

∂x
= −ux

∂ρ

∂x
. (6)

The terms on the left of Eq. (6) can be computed using
a semi-Lagrangian method. In this method, it is necessary
to evaluate ρxx at sample points by considering ρ and ρx ,
which are stored on neighboring nodes in the simulation.
The effect of the term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) was
visually imperceptible in our experiments, and we therefore
ignore it. Throughout this paper, we followed the unsplit-
CIP-interpolation approach presented by [17] for the imple-
mentation of the CIP method. The essence of our method is
combining the CIP method with the MLS method, to pro-
duce a more controllable simulation with realistic appear-
ances.

4 MLS with derivative constraints

Because MLS is essentially an over-constrained optimiza-
tion method, it can be given more flexibility by simple ma-
nipulations of its constraint functions. This is how MLS that
we propose is able to meet higher-order constraints such
as specified values of derivatives and the incompressibility
condition. These additions allow CMIP to be used to im-
prove the semi-Lagrangian and CIP methods. More infor-
mation about the moving least-squares method and its im-
plementation can be found elsewhere [4, 25, 31].

4.1 Moving least-squares

Subgrid profiles of fluid data can be obtained by interpolat-
ing or approximating discrete simulation results. If the nodes
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pi (see the red dots in Fig. 2 for a 2D example) are neighbors
of a sampling point x = [x, y, z], then a polynomial function

a(x) = bT (x)c (7)

that satisfies the constraint equations S can be constructed
as follows:

Sl(pi ) = bT
l (pi )c = φl, (8)

where, l is the constraint index, b(x) = [b1(x), . . . , bk(x)] is
the basis function of the fitting polynomial, c = [c1, . . . , ck]
is the unknown vector of coefficients, and φ is the constrain-
ing value. The number of elements in b(x) and c is given by
k = (d+m)!

m!d! , where m is the degree of b and d is the spatial
dimension.

A moving least-squares fit is achieved by multiplying all
of the constraints in Eq. (8) by the weight functions

ω
(|ri |

) = 1/
(|r|2 + (εdx)2), (9)

where ri = pi − x, ε is a weighting parameter, and dx is
the spacing of the simulation grid. These variables are then
gathered together into one equation, as follows:

W(x)Bc(x) = W(x)Φ. (10)

In this equation, W is an N × N diagonal matrix of weight
functions, B is an N × k matrix of basis functions, and Φ

is a vector in R
N , which is the space of φl in Eq. (8). After

applying the method of normal equations, c(x) can be ob-
tained by solving this equation as a linear system. Hence,
the value of a can be determined from Eq. (7). In previous
formulations in [31], ε was used to control the accuracy of
interpolation; but here it is used to adjust the strength of the
turbulence, as described in Sect. 5.

Scalar interpolation can be performed by polynomial
basis functions. For example in three dimensions, b(x) =
[1, x, y, z] can be used when m = 1. This can be extended
to a vector field u = [u,v,w]T by gathering three scalar in-
terpolations into one basis matrix B in Eq. (10). Although
a vector interpolation is generally performed by interpolat-
ing each element of the vector separately, it is necessary to
formulate them as a single process in which the elements
constrain each other in Sect. 4.2.

4.2 Derivative constraints

To build a bridge to fluid simulation, the MLS fit must be
constrained by derivative constraints. The accurate deriva-
tive of the polynomial constraint function S, obtained by
differentiating Eq. (8), is

∂S

∂x
= ∂bT

∂x
c + bT ∂c

∂x
. (11)

Computing the second term on the right-hand side of this
equation is complicated and inefficient as discussed in [14].
We therefore use the diffuse derivatives introduced by [24]:

∂S

∂x
= ∂bT

∂x
c. (12)

Fig. 3 Comparison of linear interpolation and PDFMLS interpolation
methods. Blue arrows are the velocities defined on simulation nodes
and green arrows are the interpolated velocities from them

Pseudo derivative constraints can then be defined as fol-
lows:

Sx-derivative = ∂S

∂x
= ∂bT

∂x
c = ∂φ

∂x
(13)

and these can be extended to pseudo divergence-free (PDF)
constraints, of the form:

Sdiv = ∇ · u = ∂bT

∂x
cx + ∂bT

∂y
cy + ∂bT

∂z
cz = 0. (14)

Inserting this PDF constraint into Eq. (10) formulates the
DCMLS method, that gives us a physical interpolation of
fluid velocity under the zero-divergence or incompressibil-
ity condition. Figure 3 shows an example of our PDFMLS
interpolation profile and note that PDFMLS method gener-
ates horizontal components to satisfy divergence-free con-
straints, even when the given constraints have vertical com-
ponents only. A more detailed introduction and experimental
data are given by [13].

Since the diffusive derivatives are asymptotically accu-
rate as proved by [14], they are not reliable when x is far
from pi , due to the excessive length of the time-step �t (see
Fig. 2). This problem is commonly encountered in many nu-
merical simulations, and can be overcome by using a true
normal method [31] to place the derivative constraint

S(x)l = φl + (x − pl )
T ∇φ, (15)

in some applications.
Our MLS method is easy to implement because the

derivative constraints that we have formulated can be in-
cluded in Eq. (10) in a similar way to the value constraints.
These constraints are combined with the PDF and DCMLS
constraints in an overall fluid simulation.

5 The CMIP method

MLS is a well-known technique for scattered data interpo-
lation and it is not difficult to implement an MLS interpo-
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Fig. 4 We can observe that changes in temporal resolution greatly in-
fluence the turbulent details when the semi-Lagrangian method is com-
bined with DCMLS. Smaller CFL number means smaller time steps
and higher temporal resolution. Grid resolution is 200 × 300

lation module for grid-based simulations. The input is the
values and positions of four nodes in two dimensions (eight
nodes in 3D), and there is no singularity problem when
the grid is uniform. DCMLS can easily be coupled to the
semi-Lagrangian method by replacing the velocity interpo-
lation module. For the tests in Fig. 4, we simply replaced the
linear interpolation of existing semi-Lagrangian method by
the DCMLS method [13] and turbulent behavior could be
achieved unlike the examples in Fig. 1.

However, this DCMLS semi-Lagrangian method seems
to be incapable of producing meaningful simulations, even
though it produced highly turbulent effects in some of our
experiments. The difficulty is that the effect of subgrid tur-
bulence must be controlled by the magnitude of the time-
step or the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number, due
to the asymptotic property of diffusive derivatives. This re-
quires additional substeps to model stronger turbulence and
compromises the numerical stability of the semi-Lagrangian
method.

Fig. 5 The CMIP method enhances the DCMLS semi-Lagrangian
method in terms of small-scale turbulence without increasing temporal
resolution. See Fig. 4 for comparison. Grid resolution is 200×300 and
ε is 3

Fortunately, we have been able to resolve this problem by
coupling the DCMLS semi-Lagrangian method to the CIP
method as shown in Fig. 5. The CIP method uses deriva-
tives to construct subgrid profiles, from which it interpolates
the velocity u(x) and the velocity gradients ∇u(x) at a sam-
pling point x, and advects them in order to reconstruct the
advected subgrid profile during the next time-step.

By adding the value constraint in Eq. (8) and the true
normal constraint in Eq. (15) to DCMLS, we can achieve
a DCMLS tri-cubic interpolation with divergence-free con-
dition for CIP method. The diffuse derivatives of velocities
∇u are calculated by the polygonal differentiation expressed
by Eq. (12) in order to be advected. The pseudocode for
two-dimensional CMIP method is described in Table 1. An
extension to three-dimensional method is straightforward.
Figure 6 demonstrates that our CMIP method can achieve
convincing turbulent effects. Note that employing the CIP
approach and the true normal constraints strengthens the ef-
fect of derivative constraints in advection step.
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Table 1 Pseudo-code of the CMIP method for 2D semi-Lagrangian
velocity advection

AdvectionOneTimeStep(�t)

{

for (all nodes pi,j )

{

// Backward tracing

find sampling point x = pi,j − un
i,j�t

find four (eight in 3D) neighboring nodes pl,m // Fig. 2

// Adding constraints to MLS function

Add value constraints un
l,m // Equation (8)

Add derivative constraints ∇un
l,m // Equation (15)

Add divergence free constraint ∇ · u(x) = 0 // Equation (14)

// Updating velocity profile

Solve MLS to obtain u(x) and ∇u(x) // Equation (10)

un+1 ← u(x) // Equation (7)

∇un+1 ← ∇u(x) // Equation (12)

}

}

Fig. 6 The proposed CMIP method simulates the improved turbulence
when it is compared to the anti-dissipative advection methods such as
BFECC and USCIP. Note that the small-scale dynamic motion was
improved as well as the visual detail. The CFL number used in these
examples is 1

Controllability is an important factor in simulations of
turbulence. Figure 7 shows that the CMIP method provides
robust and effective control over turbulence in an intuitive
way. The idea of adjusting ε in the MLS weight function
ω in order to control turbulence was motivated by the fact
that ε controls the continuous transition between the in-
terpolation and approximation of MLS (see [31] for ge-
ometric examples). Equation (9) shows that large ε val-
ues diminish the effects of |r| on determining ω and thus
amplifies the effect of the divergence constraints relatively
to the other constraints. We believe this is an appropriate
control in a graphics context, as it allows our MLS pro-

filer for sufficient freedom enough to serve as a subgrid
solver.

6 Results and discussion

Figure 8 shows various examples generated with the CMIP
method. The simulation conditions are given in Table 2.
We describe that laminar-turbulent flow transitions, which
are hard to capture with the steady-state turbulence model
used in procedural approaches, are achieved in a natural
way. Since the CMIP method can be integrated with ex-
isting fluid solvers, it could easily cope with further sce-
narios, controlled by established techniques involving buoy-
ant forces, sourcing, boundary conditions, and temperature
cooling, and so on. We found that the effect of a vortex-
based antidissipation method such as vorticity confinement
is not necessary in highly turbulent velocity fields with large
values of ε. Results could be rendered with high temperature
thanks to the strong turbulence enough to mimic premixed
flames without the help of combustion dynamics. For an ex-
ample, Fig. 7 shows more turbulent flows than Fig. 5 in [11]
at the same resolution. A large value of ε, such as 4, em-
phasizes turbulent behavior but it can be adjusted for more
subtle effects, as shown in Fig. 7. The USCIP method [17]
was used for density and temperature advection in all the
examples.

One limitation of CMIP simulations is a relatively high
computational cost as shown in Table 2. This can be coun-
terbalanced by the fast advances in computing machiner-
ies and the suitability of the CMIP method for paralleliza-
tion or multi-core technology. The MLS calculations can
be performed locally without increasing the computational
complexity of the algorithm as a whole. Considering the
enormous computer power routinely deployed by the visual
special-effects industry to produce high-quality visuals, we
believe that it would be practical to introduce our method
into a current production pipeline.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a new method of velocity interpolation
which can be used to improve the ability of existing fluid
simulators to show the small-scale details of highly turbu-
lent flows. This method also permits more intuitive control,
as a result of the introduction of an improved interpolation
method during the advection step. We believe that our tech-
nique will be used to generate more convincing visuals of
highly turbulent liquids, multiphase fluids, and explosions.
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(KOCCA) in the Culture Technology (CT) Research & Development
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Fig. 7 Right columns show more turbulent behavior with larger ε values. Note that this turbulence control can be achieved simply by changing
one parameter. Other simulation conditions were identical to the example in Fig. 6(c)
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Fig. 8 Examples of highly turbulent fluid motions with improved details and realistic laminar-turbulent transitions generated by our simulation
method
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Table 2 Simulation conditions and performance data

Min/frame Timestep condition Grid resolution Computing machine

Fig. 6(a) 5.25 CFL 1 160 × 240 × 160 PC cluster with Intel® Core™ i7 CPU@2.66 GHz

Fig. 6(b) 3.57 CFL 1 160 × 320 × 160 HP Z400 Cluster with Intel® Xeon® CPU@2.66 GHz

Fig. 6(c) 6.4 CFL 1 160 × 240 × 160 PC cluster with Intel® Core™ i7 CPU@2.66 GHz

Fig. 8(a) 14 CFL 2 600 × 400 × 400 SUN Blade Cluster with 6048 AMD Opteron™ CPU@2.3 GHz

Fig. 8(b) 7 CFL 1.5 300 × 200 × 200 HP Z400 Cluster with Intel® Xeon® CPU@2.66 GHz

Fig. 8(c) 8 7 substeps/frame 200 × 300 × 200 HP Z400 Cluster with Intel® Xeon® CPU@2.66 GHz
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